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Despite the acceleration of financial services in Africa’s biggest economy,
to formal credit due to their lack of trust 

in formal institutions.

Since inception, Sytiamo Technology Limited has provided over N3 Billion
micro loans to about 15,000 hardworking market women in over 210 
markets in 28 states in Nigeria and counting. From January 2021 to October
2022, we have paid interest expense of N252 Million to 113 investors.

We are presenting you the opportunity to invest for return or purchase shares
 of Sytiamo for an investment seeking sum of N300 Million which will allow 
us to increase our lending power and facilitate a seamless growth strategy to 
serve .

98% of women still lack access 

 1 Million Market Women across 36 states in Nigeria



At Sytiamo, we are a committed team devoted to transforming our communities through micro-credit to 

women at the bottom of the economic pyramid. We exist to elevate women at the bottom of the economic 

pyramid through micro-credit.

While we have made great strides in our effort to elevate women at the bottom of the economic pyramid, 

we still have a lot to accomplish. 

We need your involvement to continue and excel greatly in our mission. Therefore, we would like you to 

consider investing in our current funds raise. We are constantly getting requests for quick credit from our 

target audience (Market Women) and the demand keeps coming up with insufficient supply to meet these 

monetary requirements which they pay back at our set interest rate. Your investment would go towards 

providing available credit to these market women and female-owned enterprises.

Attached is a brochure, please do not hesitate to contact us. We are more than excited to provide you with 

additional information about how you can get involved. If you wish to follow up on investment steps, 

visit us at  or give us a call at (+234) 816 010 4387.

We greatly appreciate your audience and look forward to a long-lasting relationship with you.

Sincerely,

invest.sytiamo.com

634 Adeyemo Alakija St, 
Victoria Island 106104, 

Lagos, Nigeria
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Dear Sir/Ma,

Michael Ogbaa
Mr. Michael Ogbaa

CEO & Co-Founder

Sytiamo Limited 


